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Re-creating the Circle Stephen Sachs 2011-12-16 A
collaboration between Native activists,
professionals, and scholars, Re-Creating the Circle
brings a new perspective to the American Indian

struggle for self-determination: the returning of
Indigenous peoples to sovereignty, self-sufficiency,
and harmony so that they may again live well in their
own communities, while partnering with their
neighbors, the nation, and the world for mutual
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advancement. Given the complexity in realizing
American Indian renewal, this project weaves the
perspectives of individual contributors into a
holistic analysis providing a broader understanding of
political, economic, educational, social, cultural,
and psychological initiatives. The authors seek to
assist not only in establishing American Indian nations
as full partners in American federalism and society,
but also in improving the conditions of Indigenous
people world wide, while illuminating the relevance of
American Indian tradition for the contemporary world
facing an abundance of increasing difficulties.
The Future of Nursing Institute of Medicine
2011-02-08 The Future of Nursing explores how
nurses' roles, responsibilities, and education should
change significantly to meet the increased demand for
care that will be created by health care reform and
to advance improvements in America's increasingly
complex health system. At more than 3 million in
number, nurses make up the single largest segment of
the health care work force. They also spend the
greatest amount of time in delivering patient care as a
profession. Nurses therefore have valuable insights
and unique abilities to contribute as partners with
other health care professionals in improving the
quality and safety of care as envisioned in the

Affordable Care Act (ACA) enacted this year. Nurses
should be fully engaged with other health
professionals and assume leadership roles in
redesigning care in the United States. To ensure its
members are well-prepared, the profession should
institute residency training for nurses, increase the
percentage of nurses who attain a bachelor's degree
to 80 percent by 2020, and double the number who
pursue doctorates. Furthermore, regulatory and
institutional obstacles -- including limits on nurses'
scope of practice -- should be removed so that the
health system can reap the full benefit of nurses'
training, skills, and knowledge in patient care. In this
book, the Institute of Medicine makes recommendations
for an action-oriented blueprint for the future of
nursing.
Land Policies for Equity and Growth Ajit Kumar Singh
2014-06-26 Land Policies for Equity and Growth is
perhaps the first book of its kind on land issues,
including land reforms, in one of India’s most populous
states—Uttar Pradesh. In its 18
chapters—authored by scholars who have spent
several decades researching land issues in UP—the
book sets out land policies to promote agricultural
growth with equity in a state that accounts for a
very significant share of the rural poor of India. The
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book discusses both old and new issues. While it
examines the historical consequences of the Zamindari
Abolition Act (1950) and the Land Ceiling
Legislations (1960 and 1972) in UP, it also looks
at new, emerging issues in land and agrarian relations,
like land use policy (or rather its absence) in the
state. It also discusses the need for modernising land
records, computerising them and, most importantly,
ensuring titling on the basis of ground-truthing
actual landownership. This book attempts to relate
land policy issues to the policy discourse in UP. It is
based upon an analysis of well known as well as new
data sources. The authors examine data from old
National Sample Surveys as well as the most recent
one (2009–2010). The authors also carried out
primary surveys in the four well-defined agro-climatic
zones of UP, the findings of which are reported in the
book.
The Emergence of States in a Tribal Society Uzi Rabi
2006 This book reassesses the reign of Said bin
Taymur, who was deposed by his son, Qabus bin Said,
in a coup in July 1970. Contemporary historiography
of the period of Said's rule (1932-1970) views Oman
as medieval and isolationist; Qabus' later
government is seen as progressive and enlightened, with
his ascendancy to the throne often described as the

'rebirth of Oman' from its 'medieval slumber' into a
thriving and prosperous Sultanate. This study
refutes the prevailing view that Said's four-decade
reign should be perceived as a place where time stood
still. The author offers a critical look at the
economic, political, social and cultural aspects of
Oman during the reign of Said bin Taymur. The book
mainly focuses on tribe-state relations, emphasizing
their dynamic interaction, with particular attention
paid to the relationships between the tribal groups.
Uzi Rabi's book reinterprets a significant timescale in
the modern history of the Arabian Peninsula and preoil societies, and will be essential reading for both
students and scholars of Middle Eastern history,
culture and society.
States, American Indian Nations, and
Intergovernmental Politics Anne F. Boxberger
Flaherty 2017-10-04 American Indian nations are
sovereign political entities within the United States.
They have complex relationships with the federal
government and increasingly with state governments.
Regulatory conflict between Native nations and
states has increased as Native nations have
developed their own independent economies and some
states have sought to assert their control over
reservation territory. This book explores the
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intergovernmental conflict between Native nations
and states, with a focus on the tension over the
enforcement of state cigarette taxes for onreservation sales. Anne F. Boxberger Flaherty asks:
when do states and Native nations come to agreement,
when do they disagree, and why are states sometimes
willing to extend great efforts to assert their taxes
on reservations? Flaherty uses a multi-method
approach, with a historical review of expanding state
involvement on reservations, a quantitative analysis
of state enforcement of cigarette taxes on
reservations, and a qualitative analysis of several
specific case studies, including the potential for
intergovernmental conflict over marijuana
cultivation and sales on reservations to answer
these questions. This book will be interest to
scholars and researchers of Indigenous Politics,
Native American Indian Politics, State Politics, and
Intergovernmental Politics.
Communities in Action National Academies of Sciences,
Engineering, and Medicine 2017-04-27 In the United
States, some populations suffer from far greater
disparities in health than others. Those disparities are
caused not only by fundamental differences in health
status across segments of the population, but also
because of inequities in factors that impact health

status, so-called determinants of health. Only part
of an individual's health status depends on his or her
behavior and choice; community-wide problems like
poverty, unemployment, poor education, inadequate
housing, poor public transportation, interpersonal
violence, and decaying neighborhoods also contribute
to health inequities, as well as the historic and
ongoing interplay of structures, policies, and norms
that shape lives. When these factors are not optimal
in a community, it does not mean they are intractable:
such inequities can be mitigated by social policies that
can shape health in powerful ways. Communities in
Action: Pathways to Health Equity seeks to
delineate the causes of and the solutions to health
inequities in the United States. This report focuses on
what communities can do to promote health equity,
what actions are needed by the many and varied
stakeholders that are part of communities or support
them, as well as the root causes and structural
barriers that need to be overcome.
Government to Government Susan Johnson 2000
State and tribal governments have common purposes:
to use public resources effectively and efficiently, to
provide comprehensive services to their respective
citizens, and to protect the natural environment, all
while sustaining healthy economies. Neighboring
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governments, as a practical matter, share many
aspects of their respective economic and social
systems, and are connected through political and
legal relationships. Although these mutual interests
have created jurisdictional disputes that
historically have been solved through litigation,
there is an increasing need for cooperation. Public
resources are an issue for all governments, and state
and tribes can benefit by collaborating and pooling
resources to the fullest extent possible.
American Indian Politics and the American Political
System David Eugene Wilkins 2011 "This book is a
lively and accessible account of the remarkably
complex legal and political situation of American
Indian tribes and tribal citizens (who are also U.S.
citizens) David E. Wilkins and Heidi Kiiwetinepinesiik
Stark have provided the `go-to' source for a clear
yet detailed and sophisticated introduction to tribal
soverignty and federal Indian policy. It is a valuable
resource both for readers unfamiliar with the subject
matter and for readers in Native American studies and
related fields, who will appreciate the insightful and
original scholarly analysis of the authors."--Thomas Biolsi, University of California at Berkeley
"American Indian Politics and the American Political
System is simply an indispensable compendium of fact

and reason on the historical and modern landscape of
American Indian law and policy. No teacher or student
of American Indian studies, no policymaker in American
Indian policy, and no observer of American Indian
history and law should do without this book. There
is nothing in the field remotely as comprehensive,
usable, and balanced as Wilkins and Stark's work."--Matthew L. M. Fletcher, director of the Indigenous
Law and Policy Center at Michigan State University
College of Law "Wilkins has written the first general
study of contemporary Indians in the United States
from the disciplinary standpoint of political science.
His inclusion of legal matters results in
sophisticated treatment of many contemporary issues
involving Native American governments and the
government of the United States and gives readers a
good background for understanding other questions.
The writing is clear-not a minor matter in such a
complex subject---and short case histories are
presented, plus links (including websites) to many
sources of information."---Choice Now in its third
edition, American Indian Politics and the American
Political System is the most comprehensive study
written from a political science perspective that
analyzes the structures and functions of indigenous
governments (including Alaskan Native communities
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and Hawaiian Natives) and the distinctive legal and
political rights these nations exercise internally,
while also examining the fascinating
intergovernmental relationship that exists between
native nations, the states, and the federal
government. The third edition contains a number of
important modifications. First, it is now coauthored
by Heidi Kiiwetinepinesiik Stark, who brings a spirited
new voice to the study. Second, it contains ample
discussion of how President Obama's election has
altered the dynamics of Indian Country politics and
law. Third, it contains more discussion of women's
issues, several new vignettes, an updated timeline, new
photographs, and updated charts, tables, and figures.
A Guidebook for Successful Communication,
Cooperation, and Coordination Strategies Between
Transportation Agencies and Tribal Communities
2011
State and Local Government Ann O'M. Bowman
2021-01-01 Bowman/Kearney/Scavo's STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT, 11th edition equips you with
the knowledge and tools to develop your own wellinformed positions on the divisive issues currently
facing our nation. This bestseller delivers
comprehensive coverage of institutions, political
behavior and policymaking at the state and local

level and highlights politics at the grassroots level.
Thoroughly updated, the new edition includes
expansive coverage of the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on state and local government as well as
insight on how local governments are attempting to
deal with global climate change. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
American Indians and the Trouble with Sovereignty
Kouslaa T. Kessler-Mata 2017-10-19 Kessler-Mata
argues for a constitutive theory of tribal
sovereignty based on the interconnected relationships
between tribes and non-federal governments.
American Indian Politics and the American Political
System David Eugene Wilkins 2011 ""This book is a
lively and accessible account of the remarkably
complex legal and political situation of American
Indian tribes and tribal citizens (who are also U.S.
citizens) David E. Wilkins and Heidi Kiiwetinepinesiik
Stark have provided the g o-to' source for a clear
yet detailed and sophisticated introduction to tribal
soverignty and federal Indian policy. It is a valuable
resource both for readers unfamiliar with the subject
matter and for readers in Native American studies and
related fields, who will appreciate the insightful and
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original scholarly analysis of the authors."-Thomas Biolsi, University of California at Berkeley"
""American Indian Politics and the American Political
System is simply an indispensable compendium of fact
and reason on the historical and modern landscape of
American Indian law and policy. No teacher or student
of American Indian studies, no policymaker in American
Indian policy, and no observer of American Indian
history and law should do without this book. There
is nothing in the field remotely as comprehensive,
usable, and balanced as Wilkins and Stark's work."-Matthew L. M. Fletcher, director of the Indigenous
Law and Policy Center at Michigan State University
College of Law" ""Wilkins has written the first
general study of contemporary Indians in the United
States from the disciplinary standpoint of political
science. His inclusion of legal matters results in
sophisticated treatment of many contemporary issues
involving Native American governments and the
government of the United States and gives readers a
good background for understanding other questions.
The writing is clear-not a minor matter in such a
complex subject--and short case histories are
presented, plus links (including websites) to many
sources of information."--Choice
Global Trends 2030 National Intelligence Council

(U.S.) 2012 This report is intended to stimulate
thinking about the rapid and vast geopolitical
changes characterizing the world today and possible
global trajectories over the next 15 years. As with
the NIC's previous Global Trends reports, we do not
seek to predict the future, which would be an
impossible feat, but instead provide a framework for
thinking about possible futures and their implications.
In-depth research, detailed modeling and a variety of
analytical tools drawn from public, private and
academic sources were employed in the production of
Global Trends 2030. NIC leadership engaged with
experts in nearly 20 countries, from think tanks,
banks, government offices and business groups, to
solicit reviews of the report.
State and Local Government: The Essentials Ann O'M.
Bowman 2014-01-03 Bowman/Kearney's STATE AND
LOCAL GOVERNMENT, THE ESSENTIALS, SIXTH
EDITION takes a positive look at state and local
government, in a shorter and more streamlined
approach than its full-length counterpart (State
and Local Government 9781435462687). It
espouses clearly and succinctly that government can
be a force for good in society, while addressing critics
simultaneously. Through engaging coverage of
current events and an accessible writing style, the
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text fosters interest and involvement in state and
local politics, policy, and public service. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
New Directions in Child Abuse and Neglect Research
National Research Council 2014-03-25 Each year,
child protective services receive reports of child
abuse and neglect involving six million children, and
many more go unreported. The long-term human and
fiscal consequences of child abuse and neglect are
not relegated to the victims themselves -- they also
impact their families, future relationships, and
society. In 1993, the National Research Council
(NRC) issued the report, Under-standing Child Abuse
and Neglect, which provided an overview of the
research on child abuse and neglect. New Directions in
Child Abuse and Neglect Research updates the 1993
report and provides new recommendations to respond
to this public health challenge. According to this
report, while there has been great progress in child
abuse and neglect research, a coordinated, national
research infrastructure with high-level federal
support needs to be established and implemented
immediately. New Directions in Child Abuse and Neglect
Research recommends an actionable framework to

guide and support future child abuse and neglect
research. This report calls for a comprehensive,
multidisciplinary approach to child abuse and neglect
research that examines factors related to both
children and adults across physical, mental, and
behavioral health domains--including those in child
welfare, economic support, criminal justice,
education, and health care systems--and assesses the
needs of a variety of subpopulations. It should also
clarify the causal pathways related to child abuse
and neglect and, more importantly, assess efforts to
interrupt these pathways. New Directions in Child
Abuse and Neglect Research identifies four areas to
look to in developing a coordinated research
enterprise: a national strategic plan, a national
surveillance system, a new generation of researchers,
and changes in the federal and state programmatic and
policy response.
Marriages, Families, and Relationships: Making Choices
in a Diverse Society Mary Ann Lamanna 2014-01-17
This best-selling text on marriages, families, and
relationships combines a rigorous scholarly and
applied approach with a theme especially relevant to
today's dynamic global environment: making choices in
a diverse society. The authors use an engaging
narrative to create a highly readable text that
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offers insightful perspectives on the diversity of our
modern society, including different ethnic traditions
and family forms. The balanced presentation discusses
a variety of theoretical perspectives (e.g., family
ecology, structure-functional, interactionconstructionist, family systems, biosocial),
emphasizing both social structure and the importance
of individual agency, choice, and decision-making.
Students are encouraged to question assumptions
and reconcile conflicting ideas and values as they
make informed choices in their own lives. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
Global Trends 2030 Office of the Director of
National Intelligence Council 2017-03-11 This
publication covers global megatrends for the next 20
years and how they will affect the United States.
This is the fifth installment in the National
Intelligence Council's series aimed at providing a
framework for thinking about possible futures and
their implications. The report is intended to stimulate
strategic thinking about the rapid and vast
geopolitical changes characterizing the world today
and possible global trajectories during the next
15-20 years by identifying critical trends and

potential discontinuities. The authors distinguish
between megatrends, those factors that will likely
occur under any scenario, and game-changers, critical
variables whose trajectories are far less certain. NIC
2012-001. Several innovations are included in
Global Trends 2030, including: a review of the four
previous Global Trends reports, input from academic
and other experts around the world, coverage of
disruptive technologies, and a chapter on the
potential trajectories for the US role in the
international system and the possible the impact on
future international relations. Table of Contents:
Introduction 1 Megatrends 6 Individual Empowerment
8 Poverty Reduction 8 An Expanding Global Middle
Class 8 Education and the Gender Gap 10 Role of
Communications Technologies 11 Improving Health 11
A MORE CONFLICTED IDEOLOGICAL LANDSCAPE 12
Diffusion of Power 15 THE RISE AND FALL OF
COUNTRIES: NOT THE SAME OLD STORY 17 THE
LIMITS OF HARD POWER IN THE WORLD OF 2030
18 Demographic Patterns 20 Widespread Aging 20
Shrinking Number of Youthful Countries 22 A New
Age of Migration 23 The World as Urban 26 Growing
Food, Water, and Energy Nexus 30 Food, Water, and
Climate 30 A Brighter Energy Outlook 34 GameChangers 38 The Crisis-Prone Global Economy 40 The
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Plight of the West 40 Crunch Time Too for the
Emerging Powers 43 A Multipolar Global Economy:
Inherently More Fragile? 46 The Governance Gap 48
Governance Starts at Home: Risks and Opportunities
48 INCREASED FOCUS ON EQUALITY AND
OPENNESS 53 NEW GOVERNMENTAL FORMS 54 A
New Regional Order? 55 Global Multilateral
Cooperation 55 The Potential for Increased Conflict
59 INTRASTATE CONFLICT: CONTINUED DECLINE
59 Interstate Conflict: Chances Rising 61 Wider
Scope of Regional Instability 70 The Middle East: At
a Tipping Point 70 South Asia: Shocks on the Horizon
75 East Asia: Multiple Strategic Futures 76 Europe:
Transforming Itself 78 Sub-Saharan Africa: Turning
a Corner by 2030? 79 Latin America: More
Prosperous but Inherently Fragile 81 The Impact of
New Technologies 83 Information Technologies 83
AUTOMATION AND MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGIES 87 Resource Technologies 90 Health
Technologies 95 The Role of the United States 98
Steady US Role 98 Multiple Potential Scenarios for
the United States' Global Role 101 Alternative
Worlds 107 Stalled Engines 110 FUSION 116 Giniout-of-the-Bottle 122 Nonstate World 128
Acknowledgements 134 GT2030 Blog References 137
Audience: Appropriate for anyone, from businesses to

banks, government agencies to start-ups, the
technology sector to the teaching sector, and more.
This publication helps anticipate where the world
will be: socially, politically, technologically, and
culturally over the next few decades. Keywords:
Global Trends 2030 Alternative Worlds, global
trends 2030, Global Trends series, National
Intelligence Council, global trajectories, global
megatrends, geopolitics, geopolitical changes
Gender, Mobilities, and Livelihood Transformations
Ragnhild Lund 2013-08-29 In the era of
globalization many minority populations are subject
to marginalization and expulsion from their
traditional habitats due to rapid economic
restructuring and changing politico-spatial
relations. This book presents an analytical
framework for understanding how mobility is an
inherent part of such changes. The book demonstrates
how current neoliberal policies are making people
increasingly on the move – whether voluntarily or
forced, and whether individually, as family, or as
whole communities – and how such mobility is changing
the livelihoods of indigenous people, with particular
focus on how these transformations are gendered. It
queries how state policies and cross-border and
cross-regional connections have shaped and redefined
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the livelihood patterns, rights and citizenship,
identities, and gender relations of indigenous peoples.
It also identifies the dynamic changes that indigenous
men and women are facing, given rapid infrastructure
improvements and commercialization and/or
industrialization in their places of Environment. With
a focus on mobility, this innovative book gives
students and researchers in development studies,
gender studies, human geography, anthropology and
Asian studies a more realistic assessment of peoples
livelihood choices under a time of rapid
transformation, and the knowledge produced may add
value to present development policies and practices.
Claiming Tribal Identity Mark Edwin Miller
2013-08-16 Who counts as an American Indian?
Which groups qualify as Indian tribes? These
questions have become increasingly complex in the
past several decades, and federal legislation and the
rise of tribal-owned casinos have raised the stakes in
the ongoing debate. In this revealing study, historian
Mark Edwin Miller describes how and why dozens of
previously unrecognized tribal groups in the
southeastern states have sought, and sometimes
won, recognition, often to the dismay of the Five
Tribes—the Cherokees, Chickasaws, Choctaws,
Creeks, and Seminoles. Miller explains how politics,

economics, and such slippery issues as tribal and
racial identity drive the conflicts between federally
recognized tribal entities like the Cherokee Nation of
Oklahoma, and other groups such as the
Southeastern Cherokee Confederacy that also seek
sovereignty. Battles over which groups can claim
authentic Indian identity are fought both within the
Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Federal Acknowledgment
Process and in Atlanta, Montgomery, and other
capitals where legislators grant state recognition
to Indian-identifying enclaves without consulting
federally recognized tribes with similar names. Miller’s
analysis recognizes the arguments on all sides—both
the scholars and activists who see tribal affiliation
as an individual choice, and the tribal governments
that view unrecognized tribes as fraudulent. Groups
such as the Lumbees, the Lower Muscogee Creeks, and
the Mowa Choctaws, inspired by the civil rights
movement and the War on Poverty, have evolved in
surprising ways, as have traditional tribal
governments. Describing the significance of casino
gambling, the leader of one unrecognized group said,
“It’s no longer a matter of red; it’s a matter of
green.” Either a positive or a negative development,
depending on who is telling the story, the casinos’
economic impact has clouded what were previously
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issues purely of law, ethics, and justice. Drawing on
both documents and personal interviews, Miller
unravels the tangled politics of Indian identity and
sovereignty. His lively, clearly argued book will be
vital reading for tribal leaders, policy makers, and
scholars.
Saudi Arabia in the New Middle East F. Gregory Gause
2014-05-14 The United States'' relationship with
Saudi Arabia has been one of the cornerstones of U.S.
policy in the Middle East for decades. Despite their
substantial differences in history, culture, and
governance, the two countries have generally agreed
on important political and economic issues and have
often relied on each other to secure mutual aims. The
1990-91 Gulf War is perhaps the most obvious
example, but their ongoing cooperation on maintaining
regional stability, moderating the global oil market,
and pursuing terrorists should not be downplayed.
Yet for all the relationship''s importance, it is
increasingly imperiled by mistrust and
misunderstanding. One major question is Saudi
Arabia''s stability. In this Council Special Report,
sponsored by the Center for Preventive Action, F.
Gregory Gause III first explores the foundations of
Riyadh''s present stability and potential sources of
future unrest. It is difficult not to notice that Saudi

Arabia avoided significant upheaval during the
political uprisings that swept the Middle East in
2011, despite sharing many of the social and economic
problems of Egypt, Yemen, and Libya. But unlike their
counterparts in Cairo, Sanaa, and Tripoli, Riyadh''s
leadership was able to maintain order in large part by
increasing public spending on housing and salaries,
relying on loyal and well-equipped security forces,
and utilizing its extensive patronage networks. The
divisions within the political opposition also helped
the government''s cause. This is not to say that
Gause believes that the stability of the House of
Saud is assured. He points out that the top heirs to
the throne are elderly and the potential for
disorderly squabbling may increase as a new
generation enters the line of succession. Moreover, the
population is growing quickly, and there is little
reason to believe that oil will forever be able to buy
social tranquility. Perhaps most important, Gause
argues, the leadership''s response to the 2011
uprisings did little to forestall future crises; an
opportunity for manageable political reform was
mostly lost. Turning to the regional situation,
Gause finds it no less complex. Saudi Arabia has
wielded considerable influence with its neighbors
through its vast oil reserves, its quiet financial and
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political support for allies, and the ideological
influence of salafism, the austere interpretation of
Islam that is perhaps Riyadh''s most controversial
export. For all its wealth and religious influence,
however, Saudi Arabia''s recent record has been less
than successful. It was unable to counter Iranian
influence in post-Saddam Iraq, it could not prevent
Hezbollah taking power in Lebanon, and its ongoing
efforts to reconcile Hamas and the Palestinian
Authority have come to naught. The U.S.-Saudi
relationship has, unsurprisingly, been affected by these
and other challenges, including Saudi unhappiness with
Washington''s decision to distance itself from
Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak, the lack of
progress on the Israeli-Palestinian peace process, and
Iran. For its part, the United States is unhappy with
the Saudi intervention in Bahrain and Saudi support
for radical Islamists around the region and the
world. The two traditional anchors of the U.S.Saudi relationship-the Cold War and U.S. operation
of Riyadh''s oil fields-are, Gause notes, no longer
factors. It is no wonder, he contends, that the
relationship is strained when problems are myriad and
the old foundations of the informal alliance are gone.
It would be far better, Gause argues, to acknowledge
that the two countries can no longer expect to act

in close concert under such conditions. He recommends
that the United States reimagine the relationship as
simply transactional, based on cooperation when
interests-rather than habit-dictate. Prioritizing those
interests will therefore be critical. Rather than
pressuring Riyadh for domestic political reform, or
asking it to reduce global oil prices, Gause
recommends that the United States spend its political
capital where it really matters: on maintaining
regional security, dismantling terrorist networks,
and preventing the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
There have been few relationships more important to
the United States than that with Saudi Arabia, and
it is vital that, as it enters a new phase, the
expectations and priorities of both countries are
clear. In Saudi Arabia in the New Middle East, Gause
effectively assesses the challenges and opportunities
facing Saudi Arabia and makes a compelling argument
for a more modest, businesslike relationship between
Washington and Riyadh that better reflects modern
realities. As the United States begins reassessing its
commitments in the Greater Middle East, this report
offers a clear vision for a more limited-but perhaps
more appropriate and sustainable-future partnership.
Indigenous Nations and Modern States Rudolph C.
Ryser 2012-09-10 Indigenous peoples throughout
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the world tenaciously defend their lands, cultures,
and their lives with resilience and determination. They
have done so generation after generation. These are
peoples who make up bedrock nations throughout the
world in whose territories the United Nations says
80 percent of the world’s life sustaining biodiversity
remains. Once thought of as remnants of a human past
that would soon disappear in the fog of history,
indigenous peoples—as we now refer to them—have in
the last generation emerged as new political actors in
global, regional and local debates. As countries
struggle with economic collapse, terrorism and
global warming indigenous peoples demand a place at
the table to decide policy about energy, boundaries,
traditional knowledge, climate change, intellectual
property, land, environment, clean water, education,
war, terrorism, health and the role of democracy in
society. In this volume Rudolph C. Ryser describes how
indigenous peoples transformed themselves from
anthropological curiosities into politically
influential voices in domestic and international
deliberations affecting everyone on the planet. He
reveals in documentary detail how since the 1970s
indigenous peoples politically formed governing
authorities over peoples, territories and resources
raising important questions and offering new

solutions to profound challenges to human life.
World Social Report 2020 Department of Economic
and Social Affairs 2020-02-14 This report examines
the links between inequality and other major global
trends (or megatrends), with a focus on
technological change, climate change, urbanization
and international migration. The analysis pays
particular attention to poverty and labour market
trends, as they mediate the distributional impacts of
the major trends selected. It also provides policy
recommendations to manage these megatrends in an
equitable manner and considers the policy
implications, so as to reduce inequalities and support
their implementation.
Alaska Natives and American Laws David S. Case
2012-06-15 Now in its third edition, Alaska Natives
and American Laws is still the only work of its kind,
canvassing federal law and its history as applied to
the indigenous peoples of Alaska. Covering 1867
through 2011, the authors offer lucid explanations
of the often-tangled history of policy and law as
applied to Alaska’s first peoples. Divided
conceptually into four broad themes of indigenous
rights to land, subsistence, services, and sovereignty,
the book offers a thorough and balanced analysis of
the evolution of these rights in the forty-ninth state.
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This third edition brings the volume fully up to date,
with consideration of the broader evolution of
indigenous rights in international law and recent
developments on the ground in Alaska.
Ending Discrimination Against People with Mental and
Substance Use Disorders National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine 2016-09-03
Estimates indicate that as many as 1 in 4 Americans
will experience a mental health problem or will misuse
alcohol or drugs in their lifetimes. These disorders are
among the most highly stigmatized health conditions in
the United States, and they remain barriers to full
participation in society in areas as basic as
education, housing, and employment. Improving the
lives of people with mental health and substance
abuse disorders has been a priority in the United
States for more than 50 years. The Community
Mental Health Act of 1963 is considered a major
turning point in America's efforts to improve
behavioral healthcare. It ushered in an era of optimism
and hope and laid the groundwork for the consumer
movement and new models of recovery. The consumer
movement gave voice to people with mental and
substance use disorders and brought their
perspectives and experience into national discussions
about mental health. However over the same 50-year

period, positive change in American public attitudes
and beliefs about mental and substance use disorders
has lagged behind these advances. Stigma is a complex
social phenomenon based on a relationship between an
attribute and a stereotype that assigns undesirable
labels, qualities, and behaviors to a person with
that attribute. Labeled individuals are then socially
devalued, which leads to inequality and
discrimination. This report contributes to national
efforts to understand and change attitudes, beliefs
and behaviors that can lead to stigma and
discrimination. Changing stigma in a lasting way will
require coordinated efforts, which are based on the
best possible evidence, supported at the national
level with multiyear funding, and planned and
implemented by an effective coalition of representative
stakeholders. Ending Discrimination Against People
with Mental and Substance Use Disorders: The
Evidence for Stigma Change explores stigma and
discrimination faced by individuals with mental or
substance use disorders and recommends effective
strategies for reducing stigma and encouraging people
to seek treatment and other supportive services. It
offers a set of conclusions and recommendations
about successful stigma change strategies and the
research needed to inform and evaluate these efforts
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in the United States.
Harvard Law Review: Volume 129, Number 6 - April
2016 Harvard Law Review 2016-04-10 The April
2016 issue, Number 6, is the annual Developments in
the Law special issue. The topic of this extensive
contribution is "Indian Law," including specific focus
on tribal executive branches, tribal authority to
follow fresh pursuit onto nontribal land,
reconsidering ICRA and rights, securing Indian voting
rights, and indigenous people and extractive
industries. In addition, the issue features these
contents: • Article, "Reconstructivism: The Place of
Criminal Law in Ethical Life," by Joshua Kleinfeld •
Essay, "Rule of Law Tropes in National Security," by
Shirin Sinnar • Book Review, "Coming into the
Anthropocene," by Jedediah Purdy Furthermore,
student commentary analyzes Recent Cases on
excessive force and SWAT raids after "perfunctory"
investigation; prior restraints and injunctions under
copyright law; individual liability of FBI agents for
detention of citizens abroad; religious establishment
and display of the Ten Commandments; and charter
schools as violations of state constitutional law.
Finally, the issue includes four brief comments on
Recent Publications. The Harvard Law Review is
offered in a quality digital edition, featuring active

Contents, linked footnotes, active URLs, legible
tables, and proper ebook and Bluebook formatting.
The Review is a student-run organization whose
primary purpose is to publish a journal of legal
scholarship. It comes out monthly from November
through June and has roughly 2500 pages per volume.
Student editors make all editorial and organizational
decisions. This is the sixth issue of academic year
2015-2016.
Native Peoples of the World: An Encylopedia of
Groups, Cultures and Contemporary Issues Steven L.
Danver 2015-03-10 This work examines the world's
indigenous peoples, their cultures, the countries in
which they reside, and the issues that impact these
groups.
State and Tribes in Syria Haian Dukhan 2019-01-17
State and Tribes in Syria: Informal Alliances and
Conflict Patterns explores the policies of the
successive Syrian governments towards the Arab
tribes and their reactions to these policies. The book
examines the consequences of the relationship between
state and tribe since the fall of the Ottoman Empire
and its withdrawal from Syria in 1916 until the
eruption of the current Syrian civil war. Throughout
history and up to the present day, tribalism continues
to influence many issues related to governance,
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conflict and stability in the Middle East and North
Africa. The book provides a dissection of a crucial,
but neglected axis of the current crisis on the
relationship between the state and the tribes. The
research draws on data gathered through interviews
with members of Syrian tribes, as well as written
literature in various languages including English,
Arabic and French. The book combines the research
focus of political scientists and anthropologists by
relating the local patterns (communities and tribal
affiliations) to the larger system (state institutions
and policies) of which they are a part. State and
Tribes in Syria: Informal Alliances and Conflict
Patterns advances our knowledge of an under-studied
component of the Syrian society: the tribes. Therefore
it is a vital resource for students, scholars and
policymakers interested in Syrian Studies and Middle
Eastern Studies.
Political Economy of Development in India Darley Jose
Kjosavik 2015-06-05 In the Global South,
indigenous people have been continuously subjected to
top-down, and often violent, processes of postcolonial state and nation building. This book examines
the development dilemmas of the indigenous people
(adivasis) of the Indian state of Kerala. It explores
the different facets of change in their lives and

livelihoods in the context of modernisation under
different political regimes. As part of the Indian Union,
Kerala followed a development approach in tune with
the Government of India with regard to indigenous
communities. However, within the framework of India’s
quasi-federal polity, the state of Kerala has been
tracing a development path of its own, which has
come to be known as the ‘Kerala model of
development’. Adopting a historical political
economic approach, the book locates the adivasi
communities in the larger contextual shifts from late
colonialism through the post-independence years, and
critically analyses the Kerala model of development
with particular reference to the adivasis’ changing
political status and rights to land. It pays special
attention to policy dynamics in the neoliberal phase,
and the actual practices of decentralisation as a
way of including the socially excluded and
marginalised. Offering a theoretical elaboration of
the interaction between class and indigeneity based on
intensive fieldwork in Kerala, the book addresses
adivasi development in relation to the general
development experience of Kerala, and goes on to
relate this particular study to the global context
of indigenous people’s struggles. It will be of interest
to those working in the fields of South Asian
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Development, Political Economy and South Asian
Politics.
Opening the Black Box Helene Grandvoinnet
2015-04-17 Opening the Black Box: Contextual
Drivers of Social Accountability fills an important
knowledge gap by providing guidance on how to
assess contextual drivers of social accountability
effectiveness. This publication aims to more
strategically support citizen engagement at the
country level and for a specific issue or problem. The
report proposes a novel framing of social
accountability as the interplay of constitutive
elements: citizen action and state action, supported
by three enabling levers: civic mobilization, interface
and information. For each of these constitutive
elements, the report identifies 'drivers' of contextual
effectiveness which take into account a broad range
of contextual factors (e.g., social, political and
intervention-based, including information and
communication technologies). Opening the Black Box
offers detailed guidance on how to assess each driver.
It also applies the framework at two levels. At the
country level, the report looks at 'archetypes' of
challenging country contexts, such as regimes with
no formal space or full support for citizen-state
engagement and fragile and conflict-affected

situations. The report also illustrates the use of the
framework to analyze specific social accountability
interventions through four case studies: Sierra Leone,
Pakistan, Yemen, and the Kyrgyz Republic.
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights Eibe Riedel
2014-03 Economic, social, and cultural rights are
protected by an international covenant, recently
amended by the optional protocol which allows
individuals to bring rights violations before a UN
committee. This book addresses how successfully
these rights are implemented and safeguarded
worldwide, assessing the key challenges to their
protection.
Challenges to Democratic Governance in Developing
Countries Gedeon Mudacumura 2014-01-04 Despite
the large amounts of human and financial resources
invested to foster democratic governance in
developing countries, statistics show that the
majority of these countries have not yet achieved
significant improvements in living standards. While
some regions make strides towards improving the living
conditions of their citizens, Sub-Saharan Africa, for
instance, is still trapped in poverty with more than
40% of its 600 million people living below the
internationally recognized absolute poverty line of
one US dollar per day. Poor governance and
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corruption should be highlighted as the most
important systemic factors contributing to poverty
in developing countries. As a result the institutional
foundations of these countries are weakened, public
funds are misappropriated, and policies and programs
aimed at reducing poverty and fostering sustainable
economic growth are undermined. It is therefore not
surprising that a 2008 Transparency International
report found a direct link between corruption and the
failure of the societal institutions designed to
achieve the Millennium Development Goals in the
majority of developing countries. This book
investigates the problems of democratic governance,
particularly as they relate to corruption, and also
whether democracy should be based on universal
principles or local context and historical factors. It
also analyses the rule of law, in promoting
democratic governance and curbing corruption and if
governmental, non-governmental organizations, and
civil societies are effective in promoting democratic
governance and curbing corruption. This book will go
beyond identifying the challenges and offer plausible
solutions that could be adapted to various
developing countries. It is premised on the importance
of bridging theory and practice, which has been lacking
in most local and international development

publications, making of interest to scholars and
policy-makers alike concerned with public
administration in developing countries.
Aboriginal Title P.G. McHugh 2011-08-18 Aboriginal
title, the land rights of native peoples in former
colonies, is one of the most significant developments in
common law in the late 20th century. This book, by a
key author in this field, sets out the beginnings,
judicial acceptance and influence of this doctrine
across national jurisdictions and in international
law.
The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee David Treuer
2019-03-28 FINALIST FOR THE 2019 NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD CHOSEN BY BARACK OBAMA AS
ONE OF HIS FAVOURITE BOOKS OF 2019
LONGLISTED FOR THE 2020 ANDREW CARNEGIE
MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE A NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER 'An informed, moving and kaleidoscopic
portrait... Treuer's powerful book suggests the need
for soul-searching about the meanings of American
history and the stories we tell ourselves about this
nation's past' New York Times Book Review, front
page The received idea of Native American history has
been that American Indian history essentially ended
with the 1890 massacre at Wounded Knee. Not only
did one hundred fifty Sioux die at the hands of the U.S.
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Cavalry, the sense was, but Native civilization did as
well. Growing up Ojibwe on a reservation in
Minnesota, training as an anthropologist, and
researching Native life past and present for his
nonfiction and novels, David Treuer has uncovered a
different narrative. Because they did not disappear and not despite but rather because of their intense
struggles to preserve their language, their
traditions, their families, and their very existence- the
story of American Indians since the end of the
nineteenth century to the present is one of
unprecedented resourcefulness and reinvention. In The
Heartbeat of Wounded Knee, Treuer melds history
with reportage and memoir. Tracing the tribes'
distinctive cultures from first contact, he explores
how the depredations of each era spawned new modes
of survival. The devastating seizures of land gave
rise to increasingly sophisticated legal and political
maneuvering that put the lie to the myth that Indians
don't know or care about property. The forced
assimilation of their children at government-run
boarding schools incubated a unifying Native identity.
Conscription in the US military and the pull of urban
life brought Indians into the mainstream and modern
times, even as it steered the emerging shape of self-rule
and spawned a new generation of resistance. The

Heartbeat of Wounded Knee is the essential, intimate
story of a resilient people in a transformative era.
Power from Powerlessness Laura Evans 2011-05-05
Here, Laura Evans looks at the successful policy
interventions by a range of Indian tribes to explain
how disadvantaged groups can build capacity and
exploit niches in the institutional framework of
American federalism to obtain unlikely victories.
Pakistan in National and Regional Change C. Christine
Fair 2016-04-08 Pakistan is one of the most
important states in the international system and a
key concern of western security. This collection
identifies a set of national and regional/international
trends which will be critical in determining the medium
to long-term stability and cohesion of Pakistan, yet
which have received relatively little attention
elsewhere. Experts on different aspects of Pakistan
explore issues of political Islam, minorities, wider
political trends, and the economic impacts of the
recent floods to seek to explain some of the key
drivers of change within Pakistan, and to reflect on
the dynamics of US-Pakistan relationships and
Pakistan’s rethinking of its regional relationships to
understand key regional and international dynamics
shaping Pakistan’s future. This book will be of
interest to scholars in south asian political studies,
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ethnic studies and international relations. This book
was published as a special issue of Contemporary
South Asia.
Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee Dee Brown
2012-10-23 The “fascinating” #1 New York Times
bestseller that awakened the world to the
destruction of American Indians in the nineteenthcentury West (The Wall Street Journal). First
published in 1970, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee
generated shockwaves with its frank and
heartbreaking depiction of the systematic annihilation
of American Indian tribes across the western frontier.
In this nonfiction account, Dee Brown focuses on the
betrayals, battles, and massacres suffered by
American Indians between 1860 and 1890. He tells of
the many tribes and their renowned chiefs—from
Geronimo to Red Cloud, Sitting Bull to Crazy
Horse—who struggled to combat the destruction of
their people and culture. Forcefully written and
meticulously researched, Bury My Heart at Wounded
Knee inspired a generation to take a second look at
how the West was won. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Dee Brown including rare
photos from the author’s personal collection.
Handbook of Federal Indian Law Felix S. Cohen 1945
The 'Ulama in Contemporary Pakistan Mashal Saif

2020-10-22 Explores how contemporary clerics
engage with the historically first and currently most
populated Islamic nation-state: Pakistan. The book
weds ethnography with textual analysis to provide
insights into some of the country's most significant
issues and offers a theoretical framework for
assessing state-'ulama relations across the Muslim
world.
Political Handbook of the World 2012 Tom
Lansford 2012 No other resource matches the timely,
thorough, and accurate political information
provided by the best-selling Political Handbook of the
World. With more in-depth coverage of current
political controversies than any other reference
guide, Political Handbook of the World 2012 is the
most authoritative source for finding complete facts
and analysis on each country's governmental and
political makeup. Featuring 200 entries on countries
and territories throughout the world, this volume is
renowned for its extensive coverage of all major and
minor political parties and groups in each political
system. It also provides names of key ambassadors
and international memberships of each country, plus
detailed profiles of more than 30 intergovernmental
organizations and UN agencies.
How Libya's Fezzan Became Europe's New Border 2017
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European policymakers increasingly are looking at the
Fezzan, Libya’s vast and scarcely populated south
west, as their frontier against sub-Saharan African
migrants and refugees traveling the Central
Mediterranean route to Europe. In 2016, over
160,000 took this route from Libya on makeshift
boats; most had entered through this region, which
connects the country’s southern border with its
coast. Several European countries, chiefly Italy,
hope that stabilising the situation in the Fezzan and
reviving its economy will help curb migrant flows. The
idea has merit, but this will be no easy task and
cannot succeed without also addressing the broader
crises gripping the country. Any European effort to
address governance, economic and security problems in
the Fezzan should be coordinated with the
internationally recognised government and linked to
wider, nationwide initiatives to tackle issues that
plague the country as a whole. The Fezzan suffers
from multiple problems, most of which are not of its
own making. The region’s licit economy is depressed,
but the national economic and financial institutions
that could help revive it are largely paralysed. By
contrast, the illicit economy is booming. The Fezzan
sits at a regional crossroads, linking southern Libya
to the Sahel and sub-Saharan migrant routes to

northern Libya and onto Europe. While the region is
richly endowed with natural resources, it suffers
from the absence of a central authority able to
impose order. Incentives for smuggling of all types –
people, oil, gold, weapons, drugs – far outstrip those
for making money through legal means. Ethnic and
tribal tensions, magnified by the political vacuum and
economic competition, have been exploited by rival
factions competing to control the country. External
forces – regional powers, foreign mercenaries and
transnational jihadist groups – have also meddled,
joining local conflicts or using the south as a
transit zone. Stabilising the Fezzan in the midst of such
a storm will be difficult, but it has been neglected far
too long, to the detriment of its residents, its
neighbours and Europe alike. The ongoing fight between
Libya’s rival military coalitions is perhaps the biggest
challenge. The UN-backed Presidency Council and its
Government of National Accord (GNA), headed by
Prime Minister Faiez Serraj in Tripoli, has little
standing and few local allies in the Fezzan. By
contrast, factions aligned with General Khalifa
Haftar’s Libyan National Army (LNA) and the eastern
government based in al-Bayda enjoy greater influence,
as do factions that oppose both Haftar and Serraj.
Deadly fighting between these various forces has
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increased since early 2017 and covert foreign
military support to them seems likely to rise. The
spread of these national rivalries into the south has
been accelerated by tensions among tribes, which have
fought five successive local wars since 2011. Despite
ceasefires, the risk of further escalation remains high,
in part because of the failure to deliver material
compensa-tion promised during past negotiations as
well as delays implementing reconstruction plans.
Stabilising the Fezzan is urgent, and not just to
constrain migration. Without addressing the
governance, economic and security issues in the south,
Libya’s broader political and military normalisation
will be impossible. While this requires long-term
investments, Libyan authorities and European
governments can take immediate steps to smooth
relations among southern tribes and improve living
conditions – measures that, in due course, could
reduce the incentive for people smuggling. For instance,
foreign donors could work with Libya’s recognised
government to energise agricultural projects in the
south that have fallen into disrepair. Oil companies
operating in the Fezzan and Libya’s National Oil
Corpo-ration (NOC) also have their share of
responsibility; they should seek to increase local
employment and invest more in local social

development projects. A more inclusive dialogue
focusing on security is also needed. Efforts to gather
representatives of different communities around a
table to date have included mainly tribal leaders and
civil society activists. That is not enough. Talks
should include military commanders and the leaders of
local armed groups in a first step toward a
nationwide security dialogue. As elsewhere in Libya,
the question of how to structure and staff
legitimate and genuinely national security forces,
from army to police to border guards, is central.Some
outsiders, especially some European states, might be
tempted to circumvent such a dialogue in search of a
quicker military solution. That would be ill-advised:
any attempt to impose a solution through military
force alone would likely fuel further instability. In
particular, recruiting local strongmen or cultivating
alliances with specific militiasrisks exacerbating preexisting conflicts. Moreover, the enormous profits
derived from the black market almost certainly would
surpass whatever cash outsiders can dole out to
purchase loyalty. Finally, none of these steps will
have lasting effect unless and until there is greater
alignment among international stakeholders. Within
Europe, this requires greater cooperation between
France and Italy, the two EU countries that, each
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for its own reasons, are focused on the Fezzan.
Similarly, the EU, the U.S. and other countries should
seek to lower tensions among Gulf Arab states or at
least limit their impact on Libya at a time when Egypt
and the United Arab Emirates are backing Haftar while
Qatar and Turkey support his rivals. Overall,
Libya’s neighbours, regional leaders further afield and
international powers should make greater efforts to

converge on a shared set of principles to address a
Libyan peace process that is increasingly adrift,
rather than narrowly prioritise their immediate
interests. In the Fezzan as elsewhere in Libya, this
would serve at least to avoid worsening an already
bad situation and provide guidelines for restoring
some semblance of a state – a goal that ultimately
all should see as being in the country’s, as well as
the region’s, best interests.
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